
STEP 1: After your display has been built, 
place lid on top of case bottom and secure latches. 
Be sure the door & lid handle are facing the 
same side.
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STEP 2: Place monitor arm through lid handle
and screw into place on the top lid.

See Close-Up of screw placement. 

STEP 3: Now, place your counter top over the
monitor arm and slide down to cover your case
lid.

STEP 4: Monitor Installation: Be sure your VESA
plate is connected to your monitor. Take any cords 
and place them through the wire management hole 
on the monitor arm before you secure the monitor
into place.

STEP 5: Next, lift your monitor up to desired height
and screw the monitor into place.
See Close-Up Above.
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STEP 6: Now that your monitor is secure, run your
cords down the monitor arm through the handle.

STEP 7: Once your cords are in place, push the
monitor arm cover into place, �ush with the top
of the arm. This is used to hide your cords and
give you a �nished look.

STEP 8: To place your graphic around your case,
simply remove it from the protective tube. 
DO NOT DISCARD! Find the Velcro tab on the 
graphic and under the lip of the case lid.

STEP 9: Attach the Velcro tab from the graphic
to the lid tab and carefully wrap the banner graphic
around the entire case.

STEP 10: Once you have wrapped the banner 
graphic around the case, secure it into place using
the velcro tabs on the edge of the graphic to the 
inner seam of the banner graphic. 
Velcro tabs marked above. 

STEP 11: If you have done so, you can carefully
slide your monitor kiosk into place. Be mindful of
your cords. The cords and the door may cause 
the graphic in the back to bulge slightly.  
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